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Reading instruction should begin when a child is most

receptive. At this time reading readiness skills. such as auditory and

visual comprehension and discrimination should be taught. In

addition, children are usually surrounded by the written word and

adults reading those words to them. The children usually mimic

these words. This stimulates learning. Further, the child with books.

and who have been read to learn to read the fastest. Much progress

and understanding is also being aided by the current emphasis on

comprehension and analysis instead of just drills.

Three-Year-Olds in Their Reading Corner
by: Juanine Miller

It is essential for pi- schools to implement a reading program

for their student. It is here where many children get their first taste

of involvement with literature. Even at the young age of three and

four, developmental progress is quite noticeable.

The reading time should be a positive experience for children.

It should provide a warm, welcoming atmosphere in which children

feel comfortable. This reading period should be a quiet time during

which children can relax after an eventful day of other activities.

In the move toward literacy, there are many tasks that may
seen insignificant but establish a foundation for developing a

motivated reader. Reading stories aloud motivates children to

became active listeners, form creative imaginations, and participate
in reading. 'They often interpret their stories from their own

personal experience, and relate them to their own lives. Story time



at first will be a stage for an eager audience which is actively

deriving meaning and making inferences from the story.

Participation in story time will grow from the more passive activity

of listening to the more active activities of questioning and

commenting as the weeks pass. Group reading will encourage

discussions of stories to generate ideas and meaning. Children will

eventually retreat to the reading area on their own to familiarize
themselves with books by looking at the pictures. The reading area

provides a wonderful spot for children to grow socially and to share

literature. This also begins the children's very personal relationship

with books.

Four "Teachable" Reading Readiness Skills
by: J. Michael Pa lardy

Due to standardized achievement tests most teachers in the past

focused on teaching skills of phonics and structural analysis instead

of teaching comprehension and appreciation of literature. In today's

teaching, learning to read is a slow process acquired over time at an

individual pace. Pushing students to read when they are not

mentally ready is no longer done.

The arthur of this article belie .es there are four readiness skills

the need to be acquired before reading can take place. They are : 1)

auditory discrimination: 2) auditory comprehension: 3) visual

discrimination: 4) and visual memory. Auditory discrimination is the

ability to hear likenesses and differences in sound. This would begin

by studying consonant sounds. then nding sounds, and finally
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medial sounds. Auditory comprehension is the ability to understand

spoken materials. This is achieved by aski'ag literal, inferential, and

judgmental questions that stimulate a child to speak. Visual

discrimination is the ability to see similarities and differences in

shapes. letters. and words. Visual memory is the ability to

remember items that have been seen. This can be done by using

flashcards and timing students on how quickly they can memorize

what is printed on a flashcard.

The author states that these skills must be learned before a

child is ready to be a successful reader. I feel the author has made

good points but perhaps these skills also are acquired and

strengthened throughout the process of learning to read. But. I do

not agree with his point on visual memory because activities such as

those he suggested create stress and panic for children.

"I Guess They Do Listen"
by: Charles A. lister

In our society, children are self-motivated learners of reading.

They want to be able to communicate effectively and understand

what is going on around them in our highly literate world.

Initially, reading behavior begins by imitation followed by

memorization of words. This ranges from seeing familiar signs on

the road to grocery shopping , singing songs, repeating what parents

say, etc.. When adults read to their children, the children pick up on

how to read. For example. the see that to read one must turn pages,

move eyes from left to right. and move eyes from the top of the page
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to the bottom. While reading. children will mumble, echo phrases,

and complete sentences which lay a foundation for reading.

Building confident readers depends on many factors: such as

pictures, and print they see, input from adult listeners, discussions.

personal experience, background knowledge, language, and the sound

of stories. It is imperative to stop while reading a story to discuss its

text, pictures. and characters so that thinking occurs beyond what is

stated in the book.

Children each have their own learning rate, and reading ability

will vary depending on what each child heard, saw, and discussed.

Storybook Reading as a Social Practice
by Phillips & Mc Naughton

Literacy development reflects the practices of the child's society

and culture. Children are socialized through direct and indirect

involvement and derive valued meanings by interaction with their
parents. If reading and writing are held in high regard in the home

then students would more likely succeed in the classroom because

input for teachers and parents would be consistent.

Early involvement in reading has a prominent effect on

literature understanding. Children are eager to derive meaning from

hooks. They are far less interested in letter. sound, and word

identification which will come naturally in due time.

In New Zealand two studies were conducted which involved the

observation of reading within the family structure. The first study

examined the frequency and nature of story readings. The second
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study analyzed the characteristic of the caregiver-child interaction

during repeated readings of a book. In the ten families observed.

book reading was a substantial part of family life. Imaginative

fiction books were read and reread. Children took part in initiating

reading sessions, and had a dominant role in choosing hooks. When a

book was first read to a child the reader usually highlighted ad
clarified major points in the narrative. But, by the third

reading only general support was given to the child. The listener

was adopting and constructing meaning from text. Children in New

Zealand now show high achievement profiles due to their

preparedness for the skills that the classroom focuses on.

Learning to Read and Write the Natural Way
by: Hisabeth A. Franklin

In recent years a greater emphasis has been placed on reading

and writing skills in the curriculum. The focus of the curriculum has

changed from an emphasis on isolated skills and drill work to an
emphasis on providing students with a strong foundation and

motivation for learning to read and write well.

It is natural for children in a literate society to learn to read and

write. In America, life revolves around the written language and as

children observe this and take part in these activities. they develop

an understanding of the functions. forms, and convention of print.

Daily encounters with print build a sold foundation for literacy.

Eventually, the connection is made that letters form words and



words arc constructed from a variety of letters. With time. an

understanding of direction, the alphabetic principle, and specific

sound/symbol relationships Will form. To be able to **derive the

meaning of a text. intuitive language strategies are developed such as

predicting, confirming, and self-correcting. Interpreting literature

occurs by entering this imaginative world and them relating this

story to one's personal life.

Children will be eager to learn when emerged in a print-rich

environment that is valued by adults. A major factor in a strong

literature-based education is an early introduction to books. The

more children are read to the more comfortable they become as

readers. Predictable books contain a repetitive pattern and rhythm

that is easily memorized by children. Writing is also an important

part in a literature program. By providing individual dictation

children will be able to clarify, organize. and express themselves.

CONCLUSION

Keeping in mind that many reading readiness factors are

effected by a child's family stability, socio-economic status,

background of experience, mental age, IQ. and basic motivational and

achievement orientations, the classroom can be a safe and stable

environment for all children to learn. Reading success does not just

happen. To a significant degree it is based on the quality of

instruction and the classroom environment. The classroom teacher

does make a difference. This makes it vitally important that children

have an early understanding of what they can do to successfully

participate in the act of reading.
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